We provide the first demonstration of an acousto-optically modulated quantum cascade laser (AOM QCL) system as a diagnostic for combustion by measuring nitric oxide (NO), a highly regulated emission produced in gas turbines. The system provides time-resolved broadband spectral measurements of the present gas species via a single line of sight measurement, offering advantages over widely used narrowband absorption spectroscopy (e.g., the potential for simultaneous multispecies measurements using a single laser) and considerably faster (>15 kHz rates and potentially up to MHz) than sampling techniques, which employ fourier transform infrared (FTIR) or GC/MS. The developed AOM QCL system yields fast tunable output covering a spectral range of 1725-1930 cm À1 with a linewidth of 10-15 cm
Introduction and Background
Combustion technologies have been constantly evolving toward leaner, high-pressure, high-efficiency, and advanced oxy-fuel cycles [1] [2] [3] [4] . Alternative fuels are increasingly considered for use with traditional and newer combustion engines [5] [6] [7] [8] . It is of great interest to measure and model concentrations of emission species, such as NO x , CO, and unburned hydrocarbons from gas turbines and powerplants [9, 10] . In situ, time-resolved measurements of species during their formation and evolution would provide better understanding of the combustion process and thereby aid the development of high-efficiency and low-emission advanced gas turbines [11] . Existing and widely used methods for measuring in situ species concentrations in combustion systems using midinfrared (MIR) laser absorption spectroscopy have been spectrally narrow. For instance, absorption spectroscopy at a single wavelength coincident with the absorption of a species of interest is well established [12] [13] [14] . This technique generally requires a dedicated laser and detector for each species to be measured. Because absorption spectra of gaseous species change with temperature and pressure, a fixed wavelength may not be optimal over a wide range of temperatures and pressures.
Better chemical specificity is achieved by using differential absorption with two fixed wavelengths [15] , which enables species identification and quantification even in the presence of interfering absorbers. This may be done with two lasers or more economically with one conventionally tunable laser. The latter case requires repeatable combustion events, which are Contributed by the Advanced Energy Systems Division of ASME for publication in the JOURNAL OF ENERGY RESOURCES TECHNOLOGY. Manuscript received May 10, 2018 ; final manuscript received May 13, 2018 ; published online June 12, 2018 . Editor: Hameed Metghalchi. difficult to achieve, introducing additional uncertainty and inconsistencies.
Fast wavelength modulation spectroscopy using infrared quantum cascade lasers (QCL) gives few-wavenumber periodic scanning by modulating the laser drive current [16] , allowing realtime measurement of absorption fine structure to determine concentration and temperature. However, the tuning range is generally quite narrow and thus is generally inapplicable to measuring multiple species simultaneously.
In this work, we demonstrate the development and application of a fast-tuning broadband QCL that can identify multiple chemical species during a turbulent combustion reaction in a shock tube at time scales comparable to the characteristic times for variation of concentrations. The diagnostic scheme measures time-resolved absorption spectra over 1725-1930 cm À1 , a portion of the MIR spectral range which contains absorption features of highly regulated emission species including formaldehyde and nitric oxide (NO). In the experiments performed in this study, NO is identified as a reaction product by its characteristic spectral line shape as its concentration was measured at temperatures up to 2517 K and pressures up to 5.8 atm over the complete several millisecond duration of the shock tube experiments of the decomposition of shock heated nitrous oxide (N 2 O) with a time resolution of 65 ls. This preliminary validation demonstrates the system's sensitivity to temperature and capability to obtain the concentration timehistory of a species of interest.
Experiment
Acousto-Optically Modulated Quantum Cascade Laser System. The QCL was developed inhouse and was operated in an external cavity configuration with an intracavity AOM as described in Refs. [17] [18] [19] . A schematic of the setup is shown in Fig. 1 .
The laser cavity is formed by the uncoated front (output) facet of the QCL chip and the high reflectivity back mirror after the AOM. The RF generator produces a traveling acoustic wave in the germanium AOM, creating a phase grating which Braggreflects the beam traveling through the crystal. The wavelength deflected toward the cavity back mirror is selected by changing the AOM modulation frequency, thus spectrally tuning the laser output. The QCL temperature is thermoelectrically regulated.
The selected wavelength can be changed in as little as $1 ls [19] , which is much faster than possible by usual mechanically tuned Littrow gratings. This makes the system attractive as a combustion diagnostic to obtain temporally resolved spectral measurements of combustion processes, where chemical concentrations change on a time scale of $20 ls. The mid-IR QCL output range coincides with the molecular "fingerprint" region. Shock Tube Facility and Diagnostic Configuration. Shock tubes are ideal laboratory devices for producing controlled hightemperature and pressure conditions that exist inside gas turbines. Measurements were performed in a stainless-steel, heated, double-diaphragm shock tube with an inner diameter of 14 cm, located at the University of Central Florida, which has been described in our prior work [3, [12] [13] [14] [20] [21] [22] . The driver and driven sections of the shock tube are separated by a polycarbonate diaphragm 0.381 mm thick which suddenly ruptures to create a normal shock wave which shock heats the test mixture. Transmission spectra were collected 2 cm from the end wall of the shock tube, where access ports are arranged around the circumference of the tube. One port contained a Kistler 603B1 piezoelectric transducer to measure pressure in the reflected shock region. A pair of wedged ZnSe windows (3 mm thick Â 12.7 mm diameter) were mounted in two opposing access ports for infrared transmission. Five piezoelectric pressure transducers (PCB113B26, 500 kHz frequency response) were placed along the last 1.4 m of the driven section to measure incident shock velocity, which was then linearly extrapolated to the endwall. The temperature and pressure (T 5 and P 5 ) in the reflected shock region are calculated using the initial temperature and pressure of the driven section (T 1 and P 1 ) and extrapolated shock velocity using one-dimensional shock relations, assuming chemically frozen, vibrationally equilibrated gases. Incident shock attenuation was always less than 1%, and uncertainty in temperature and pressure in the reflected shock region are estimated to be less than 62% [12] [13] [14] .
The experimental setup for spectral diagnostics of combustion processes using the fast-tuning AOM QCL system with a shock tube facility is presented in Fig. 3 . A neutral density filter of optical density 1.0 split the QCL output into reference and signal beams. The intensity of the reference beam (I 0 ) was recorded by a thermoelectrically cooled photovoltaic detector (Vigo PVI-3TE-10.6, DC-1 MHz frequency bandwidth). The signal beam was passed through the shock tube and incident on a second identical photovoltaic detector to record transmitted signal (I trans ). A bandpass filter with a transmission range of 5-6 lm at the signal detector blocked thermal emission from the hot test gases. An identical bandpass filter was placed before the reference detector in order to balance its spectral modulation on the reference beam. Irises in both beam paths controlled the power incident on each detector.
The QCL was driven with a pulsed current source (Lightwave LDP-3830) at an injection current of 1.45 A with a 2 ls pulse period and 100 ns pulse width (5% duty cycle). The germanium AOM was driven by an RF generator at frequencies around 40 MHz. The RF generator output frequency was modulated as a saw-tooth wave by a function generator, which was synchronized with the laser driver pulses. The frequency sweep of 65 ls duration swept the entire $200 cm À1 QCL bandwidth, which optimized the tradeoff between spectral sampling (points per spectrum) and temporal resolution (spectra per second). There were 30 laser pulses during each sweep, giving an effective spectral resolution of 6.7 cm À1 between each point. Due to the 8-20 cm À1 spectral width of the laser emission (Fig. 2) , the achieved spectral resolution was 10-15 cm À1 on average. The pressure at the test location, beam intensities, and AOM control voltage were all recorded on a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix MDO3104) with 50 MHz sampling rate for a duration of 100 ms. An example of the transmitted laser intensity and RF generator control voltage (corresponding to AOM driving frequency) during a single spectral sweep is presented in Fig. 4 . The 30 laser pulses and their envelope of peak power are evident. The time axis is linearly proportional to the frequency axis due to the linear sweep of AOM driving frequency. Negative values of time correspond to times before the arrival of the shock wave into the path of the beam. This intensity envelope differs somewhat from that in Fig. 2 , where the AOM control voltage was fixed for each spectrum, due to the swept mode of operation and spectral modulation due to elements such as filters and mirrors in the beam path. The FTIR data of Fig. 2 were nevertheless used to define the starting and stopping wavenumber of each sweep.
With a spectral sweep period of 65 ls, a total of approximately 1500 spectra were recorded over the course of a single shock experiment. Each spectrum of the transmitted beam is attenuated by species having absorption features in the spectral range of the system and by analyzing the profiles of each spectrum, the concentrations of those species may be determined.
Mixture Preparation. The test mixture was prepared manometrically in a 33 L Teflon-coated high-purity stainless steel mixing facility. Partial pressures were measured using a 10,000 Torr full scale range Baratron (MKS Baratron 628ED, 0.25% readout accuracy). Research grade (purity >99.999%) argon and atomic absorption grade (>99.5%) N 2 O were used to prepare the test mixture of 10% N 2 O in balance argon. The mixture was allowed to mix for at least eight hours before any experiments were performed. At high pressures and temperatures such as those achieved in this study, N 2 O breaks down to form NO, which was the target species to be measured.
According to chemical kinetic simulations performed using CHEMKIN PRO [23] and the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) NO x chemical kinetic mechanism [24] . Nitrous oxide shock heated to a temperature of 2100 K at a pressure of 5 atm decomposes into NO within approximately 100 ls, after which point the concentration of NO remains constant. A mixture of N 2 O in a bath gas of argon was thus selected to evaluate the AOM QCL system's capabilities of retrieving NO concentration.
Data Analysis. Transmittance spectra were analyzed according to the Beer-Lambert law 
where a() is the absorption coefficient, I() and I 0 () are the transmitted and reference beam intensities, r() (cm 2 /mol) is the absorption cross section at frequency , P is the total pressure (atm), R u is the universal gas constant (cm 3 atm/mol K), x is the mole fraction of the absorbing species, and L is the optical path length (cm).
Spectra were recorded sequentially on an oscilloscope, whose time scale is converted to wavenumbers using the recorded AOM control voltage trace (Fig. 4) and the FTIR spectral calibration (Fig. 2) . For the purpose of obtaining a concentration time history, each spectrum is time stamped according to the center of the AOM control-voltage sweep. Because the beam transmitted through the shock tube passes through two ZnSe windows that are absent from the path of the reference beam, there is a slight difference in their recorded power spectra, resulting in artifacts in the calculated transmittance according to Eq. (1). The effects of the differences in the beam paths are accounted for by a baseline correction which consisted of normalizing each reference spectrum to an averaged transmitted spectrum, which was recorded through the evacuated shock tube prior to the experiment. A new vacuum reference spectrum was taken prior to each experiment in order to account for any long-term drift in the system output. For both the reference and transmitted beams, the maximum intensity of each individual 100 ns QCL pulse is recorded and assigned to its corresponding peak wavenumber, giving I 0 () and I() data for absorbance calculation by Eq. (1).
The NO mole fraction is found from the spectrally integrated absorbance and absorption cross section r() according to
where the integration range was 1750-1900 cm
À1
. For the purposes of calculating NO mole fraction, the pressure P 5 and temperature T 5 were assumed to be constant over the duration of the experiment. The absorption cross section of NO was first obtained from HITRAN [25] at the experimental conditions and then convolved with a 15 cm À1 FWHM Gaussian function to account for the linewidth of each of the laser output lines. The NO concentration was determined from all spectra to reveal its temporal dynamics during the shock reaction. The NO time evolution was compared to predictions of chemical kinetic simulations (CHEMKIN PRO [23] ) using the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) NO x chemical kinetic mechanism [24] .
Results and Discussion
Shock tube experiments were performed with temperatures ranging from T 5 ¼ 1245-2517 K and pressures ranging from P 5 ¼ 3.6-5.8 atm. The pressure trace for a shock experiment with test conditions T 5 ¼ 2080 K and P 5 ¼ 4.2 atm experiment is shown in Fig. 5 .
Chemical kinetic simulations predict that the NO concentration is independent of minor pressure fluctuations in reflected shock region, such as those of the magnitude observed in this experiment, justifying the assumption of constant pressure used in the modeling (to represent the thermodynamic conditions inside the shock tube) and analysis.
The difference spectra of the measured transmitted and reference beam intensities for times before the arrival of the incident shock and after the reflected shock are shown in Fig. 6 . Before the shock, there is no absorption of the transmitted signal by the initial N 2 O/Ar mixture. The difference spectrum seen in Fig. 6(a) is nonzero due to the differences in optical components seen by the reference and transmitted signals but is constant across scans. This constant difference spectrum is accounted for by baseline correction in the data analysis procedure when calculating concentrations. After the reflected shock, the difference spectrum shows a clear change in shape, particularly on the right-hand side (higher frequency band) of each spectral scan, as seen in Fig. 6(b) . The transmitted beam is attenuated due to absorption by the reaction product NO, resulting in a decrease in the difference spectrum.
The NO concentration and pressure transients are presented in Fig. 5 . Pressure values are temporal averages over the duration of each spectral sweep, resulting in the characteristic distinct spikes due to the incident and reflected shock waves becoming averaged. Measured and modeled NO mole fractions are in good agreement. Measurement noise is attributed to beam deflection caused by fast turbulence and shot-to-shot variance in the laser output intensity. The estimated uncertainty in the measured mole fraction due to these effects and due to uncertainty in the spectral overlap between the fine mode structure of the laser output and absorption features of NO is approximately 620%, given by the standard deviation of the measured NO mole fraction. Figure 7 presents the absorbance spectrum averaged over $200 spectral sweeps recorded after the arrival of the reflected shock wave. This is compared to a spectrum calculated from HITRAN cross-sectional data after convolution with a 15 cm À1 wide Gaussian function that simulates the system spectral resolution. In the high wavenumber region above $1850 cm
À1
, there is good agreement between the theoretical absorption spectrum and measured absorbance spectrum. The differences below 1850 cm À1 may be due to the presence of other absorbing species or to mismatch between interleaved laser mode structure and molecular absorption fine structure.
Plots of the theoretical NO absorption cross section (convoluted with a 15 cm À1 linewidth Gaussian function) and normalized measured absorbance spectra for different temperatures ranging from 1245-2517 K are shown in Fig. 8 .
As shown in Figs. 8(a)-8(c) , as temperature increases the relative height between the two peaks of NO absorption in this portion of the spectrum decreases, and the center of the left peak (around 1815 cm À1 at 1245 K) moves toward lower wavenumbers. The measured absorbance spectra of Figs. 8(d)-8(f) clearly capture this change in the NO absorption spectrum with temperature. The valley between the two peaks is most pronounced in Fig. 8(d) for the T ¼ 1245 K experiment, and the valley becomes shallower as the temperature is increased, as shown in Figs. 8(e) and 8(f).
Our experiments demonstrate the AOM QCL system's ability to distinguish temperature changes via evolution of the measured spectral profile and for quantifying the temporal evolution of NO concentrations at time-scales relevant to turbulent combustion reactions at high pressures and temperatures similar to those that may be found in the combustors of gas turbines.
In the configuration used in this study, the temporal and spectral resolution of the system were limited due to hardware constraints, but these may be improved to yield better system performance as follows. The temporal resolution of the measurement scheme can be improved by using a laser driver that can exceed 5% duty cycle. The duration of the applied current pulse must be at least 100 ns for the laser output to stabilize, so the 5% duty limit of our driver limits the pulse repetition rate to 500 kHz, which is, in turn, the maximum spectral sampling rate. With a fixed laser pulse rate, there is a tradeoff between scan speed and spectral density of sampled points. The spectral separation of the acquired data does not need to be smaller than about half the laser linewidth or $7 cm À1 . Thus, to span the $200 cm À1 gain band width of the QCL, we need to sample $28 points. A 500 kHz repetition rate gives a minimum useful spectral scan duration of 56 ls. Temporal resolution is most simply increased by using a pulsed current source with a higher duty cycle. For example, using a duty cycle of 50% would allow for a 5 MHz pulse repetition rate and a full spectral sweep in as little as 5.6 ls. This would improve the temporal resolution of the measurement system to better than necessary to follow any anticipated fluctuations in chemical composition in a combustion reaction. Shot-to-shot variations in the laser output intensity may also be partially attributed to instability in the pulsed laser driver, so the use of a more stable driver would result in an improved signal to noise ratio and reduced uncertainty in the measured spectral profile and corresponding mole fractions.
The spectral resolution of the measurement is ultimately limited by the minimum laser linewidth at each AOM output setting. The minimum laser line width for a given beam size depends on the AOM and duration of the QCL pulse. By adjusting the AOM optical configuration and QCL driving current parameters, the linewidth may be reduced, allowing improved spectral resolution. Linewidths can be as narrow as 2.5 cm À1 in pulsed operation, and 1.2 cm À1 in CW operation [19] . The actual absorption spectrum of NO, even at high temperatures and pressures, is not smooth as suggested in Fig. 7 after convolving with a 15 cm À1 instrument function. In reality, only select modes of the laser output spectrum structure (as seen in Fig. 2 ) may coincide with absorption peaks. This effect is not accounted for in the analysis procedure applied in this study. To correctly model the absorption of the system, the output spectrum of each of the laser lines must be characterized and used along with a high-resolution absorption spectrum of the species of interest to calculate the absorbance experienced at each laser output setting. The different absorption efficiencies for each line may partially explain why the observed NO mole fraction is less than predicted by the chemical kinetics model, as well as why there is so much artificial structure in the measured absorbance below 1850 cm À1 (Fig. 7) . By reducing the output linewidth and further characterizing the spectral profile of the system over the range of operating conditions, the spectral resolution may be improved, leading to increased temperature sensitivity and improving the system's ability to measure multiple species simultaneously.
Moving forward, the temporal and spectral resolution of the AOM QCL diagnostic scheme will be improved as discussed. Further experiments will be performed to characterize the ability of the system to simultaneously measure multiple species (e.g., NO and formaldehyde, both of which have absorption features in this range of the MIR) and temperature. The system performance will then be validated in experiments with fuels and conditions representative of those common in gas turbine combustor settings. Also, additional lasers at other wavelengths in the MIR region will be developed and used to probe other combustion species of interest (e.g., CO near 4.6 lm, CO 2 near 4.2 lm, etc.). Ultimately, field demonstration of the system with gas turbine combustors will be conducted in collaboration with industry partners.
Conclusion
This work provides the first demonstration of an acoustooptically modulated external cavity configuration quantum cascade laser system applied to combustion diagnostics. The system was used to obtain time-resolved spectral measurements of NO formation behind reflected shock waves at temperatures of 1245-2517 K and pressures of 3.6-5.8 atm. Concentration time-history measurements agreed with chemical kinetic simulations. The timeaveraged absorption spectra were in good agreement with the NO absorption spectrum predicted by HITRAN over a range of temperatures, demonstrating the potential of the system to provide simultaneous concentration and temperature measurements. Furthermore, the broad ($200 cm À1 ) spectral range of the system has potential to be applied to simultaneously monitor multiple absorbing species with a single line of sight measurement. Spectral resolution was limited by laser driver duty cycle, and laser emission bandwidth. Improvements to the AR coating and use of a laser driver with higher duty cycle would enable temporal resolution better than 10 ls or spectral resolution better than a few wavenumbers. The work presented here is a first step toward fast, simultaneous, multispecies measurements in the midinfrared region using a single QCL during combustion and has tremendous potential for combustion science. The simplicity of the setup compared to using multiple lasers makes it promising for practical combustion sensing in applications such as gas turbine combustors.
